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Incorporating Energy Heterogeneity into
Sensor Network Time Synchronization
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Abstract—Time synchronization is one of the most fundamental services for wireless sensor networks. Prior studies have investigated
the clock stability due to environmental dynamics. In this paper, we demonstrate by experiment that in spite of the surrounding
environment, time synchronization is unavoidably impacted by in-network energy heterogeneity, which may incur up to 30-40 ppm
clock uncertainty. We mathematically analyze the root cause of such clock uncertainty and propose a protocol called EATS. Sensor
nodes with EATS can intelligently select the best synchronization parents that minimize the negative impact of the energy
heterogeneity. The selection is robust to multiple impacting factors in the network and provides fine-grained synchronization accuracy.
In addition, nodes can make use of local energy information and further calibrate the clocks. In light of this, the logic time maintained
among different nodes is more consistent and the synchronization can be performed with a longer re-synchronization interval and less
energy consumption. We implement EATS with TelosB motes and evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our design through
extensive experiments and simulations.
Index Terms—WSN, time synchronization, energy heterogeneity
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synchronization is one of the most fundamental
services in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). A common
notion of time maintained in the network enables a variety of
important WSN-based applications, e.g., data collection [1],
skeleton extraction [2], MAC-layer time-slot alignment [3],
network control and monitoring [4], [5], etc. Limited by the
manufactural technique, the frequency of oscillators is not
stable. For example, the most widely used CMOS crystal
oscillators generally suffer from fluctuations ranging from 5
to 100 ppm (parts per million) [6]. Therefore, retaining a consistent and stable time estimate is crucial in WSNs.
A number of solutions have been proposed for synchronizing the entire network to a common timing reference
(e.g., the clock time of the sink node). Representative examples include RBS [7], TPSN [8], FTSP [9] and so on. In addition to those protocol-level solutions, recent studies observe
that the stability of oscillators is also determined by environmental factors, e.g., temperature, humidity, and pressure. Countermeasures are introduced to further improve
the synchronization accuracy against environmental
dynamics [10], [11], [12]. In this paper, we find that in spite
of the surrounding environment, time synchronization is
still unavoidably impacted by a set of in-network factors that
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may incur up to 30-40 ppm clock uncertainty, while they
draw little attention in prior literatures.
To facilitate the system management, sensor nodes are
usually powered by batteries. Different nodes may have different initial energy budgets. On the other hand, according
to recent measurement studies [13], traffic load usually distributes unevenly and varies in the network, leading to heterogenous energy consumption rates. As the traffic load
directly affects the energy draining rate of each node, the
available power budgets (i.e., the supply voltages) tend to
become heterogenous as time elapses. Such an energy heterogeneity phenomenon significantly affects the synchronization performance. According to our measurements, the
supply voltage can incur 30-40 ppm uncertainty to clocks,
which must be carefully eliminated. This problem may get
even worse for energy harvesting sensor nodes [14], [15],
[16], which can result in a more dynamic energy distribution in the network.
To cope with the energy heterogeneity issue towards the
synchronization performance, following challenges must be
carefully addressed. Sensor nodes in today’s time synchronization protocols liberally integrate timing information
from neighboring nodes into their own time maintenance.
Instead of coupling such integrating with (data transmission) routing, a node should selects a synchronization parent that minimizes the impact of the energy heterogeneity.
In addition, for those low-duty-cycle sensor networks where
sensor node sleep may lead to long re-synchronization
interval (e.g., 10-30 minutes), the energy distribution may
dramatically change due to uneven traffic burden or energy
harvesting. In any re-synchronization interval, clocks of sensor nodes advance independently and the offset accumulates. To achieve consistent network clocks and prolonged
duty-cycle interval, the clock of each individual node
should be carefully compensated according to its energy
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drainage. To the best of our knowledge, an instrument to
solving such issues is still lacking.
Although prior studies [10], [11], [12] suggest to select the
robust synchronization neighbor for temperature changes
as well, those proposed solutions do not directly concern
the energy dynamics, which are strongly associated with
internal network operations and thus quite different from
external environment dynamics. We thoroughly study the
time synchronization problem caused by the energy heterogeneity in this paper. The contributions of this paper are as
follows. We unveil the clock uncertainty with respect to its
supply voltage and observe that such uncertainty can significantly degrade the accuracy of time synchronization. Aiming at solving the problem in general, we mathematically
analyze the root cause of the clock uncertainty and propose
a protocol called EATS in this paper. EATS contains two
major modules: synchronization parent selection and skew compensation. In the former module, we propose to adopt the
linear regression technique to select synchronization
parents that minimize the impact of the energy heterogeneity. In the latter module, each sensor node utilizes a prediction technique to compensate/calibrate its own clock. Based
on the voltage-skew table introduced in EATS, the offset
accumulation rate can be dramatically reduced, and as a
result re-synchronization intervals are largely prolonged to
save energy. We implement EATS on TelosB motes and
evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency through extensive
experiments and simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related
works are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce
paper’s preliminary information and unveil the clock uncertainty w.r.t. the energy heterogeneity by experiments. In
Section 4, we analyze the root cause of such clock uncertainty, propose EATS, and examine its performance on the
TelosB platform. We further evaluate the network-wide performance of EATS through trace-driven simulations in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Great efforts have been made for achieving common time
notion across the networking systems. RBS [7] eliminated
the sender-side delay for synchronization. TPSN [8] further
canceled out the propagation delay. By using the MAClayer stamping technique, FTSP [9] largely increases the
synchronization accuracy. However, the authors in [17] find
that errors among different clocks exponentially increase
with the network diameter. [18] proposes a fast flooding
scheme and [19] studies the synchronization accuracy in
low-duty-cycle sensor networks. [20] estimates clock uncertainty for duty-cycled sensor networks. The authors propose ATS and MTS in [21] and [22] respectively, which
compensate both clock skews and offset, via message
exchanges among neighboring nodes. In fact, EATS is compatible with above designs. EATS can be integrated with
them to further improve their synchronization performance.
On the other hand, some other works also focus on addressing the clock uncertainty and reducing the time synchronization cost. ACES [23] suggested to track skew by using
Kalman filter and ODS [6] introduces the on-demand accuracy synchronization. [10] explores the temperature
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compensated scheme to mitigate the clock skew. In [19] and
[24], authors introduce to maintain a common time by using
two clocks on each individual node with different accuracies. To minimize the synchronization cost, another merging
type of clock calibration schemes has been proposed by
using the external signal source with a stable period. ROCS
[25], WizSync [26], and FLIGHT [27] exploit to use FMradio, Wi-Fi beacons, and fluorescent lighting for calibration, respectively. The authors also propose to use power
lines in [28]. Different from this work, those existing literatures mainly focus on proposing protocol-level solutions
without considering the impacts from both internal and
external network factors.
Recently, there have been attempts made to battle the
environmental factors to improve the synchronization accuracy in WSNs. In [10], the authors propose two methods to
estimate a neighbor’s stability with respect to the temperature changes. EACS is further proposed in [11] to better capture the temperature dynamics using an additional
information aided multi-model Kalman filter (AMKF).
From a theoretical perspective, the authors in [12] analyze
the clock synchronization performance with a deterministic
accuracy guarantee. Different from those studies that
mainly consider environmental impacts, in this paper, we
focus on the energy dynamics, which are strongly associated with internal network operations and thus quite different from external environment dynamics. Even the impact
of the environment has been eliminated completely, the
energy heterogeneity can still affect the performance of time
synchronization, which thus must be well addressed.

3

PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

In this section, we elaborate preliminary concepts, experiment results, motivation, and design challenges of EATS.

3.1 Clock Skew and Clock Synchronization
Each sensor node i is equipped with a hardware clock (e.g.,
a quartz oscillator or a RC circuit) that generates periodic
signals ticking at a certain frequency f0 (e.g., 32:768 KHz).
In addition, each node maintains a logic clock that is used
by upper-layer applications and advances as follows:
Z t
fi ðtÞ
dt þ Ci ð0Þ;
(1)
Ci ðtÞ ¼
f0
0
where Ci ðtÞ and fi ðtÞ are the logic time and the instant frequency value of node i at time t, respectively. Limited by
the manufactural constraints, the actual frequency values of
different sensor nodes are hardly the same even they claim
the same frequency. The frequency value of each sensor
node actually varies. To capture such a dynamic property,
fi ðtÞ can be rephrased as:
fi ðtÞ ¼ f i þ ai ðtÞ;

(2)

where f i is the average value of the clock frequency and
ai ðtÞ indicates its variance. As we will see soon, due to the
supply voltage dynamics, f i is not necessarily equal to f0
either. Eqs. (1) and (2) imply that for any pair of nodes, even
the initial logic times are the same, their logic clocks will
inevitably tick towards divergency and the term clock skew
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Fig. 1. The experimental environment.

is used to measure the speed of offset (difference) accumulation between two logic clocks. To eliminate the inconsistency caused by the clock skew among different nodes, time
synchronization must be performed.
The general synchronization process is as follows. The
logic time of the sink is treated as a global timing reference
and each node calibrates its own clock consistent to the
global reference. To this end, the sink node sends out messages including time stamps to its neighbors for canceling
their initial offsets. Afterwards, those 1-hop neighbors send
out messages to further synchronize their own neighbors
(those who are not synchronized yet). Such a working paradigm repeats until the entire network is processed. We find
that the in-network energy issue continuously impacts the
synchronization performance even the ambient environment is stable. In the next section, we report our observations obtained from experiments in detail.

3.2 Clock Uncertainty Due to Supply Voltage
In this section, we conduct a set of experiments to examine
the clock uncertainty caused by the supply voltage. We
adopt the TelosB platform as a vehicle to present the experimental results. TelosB motes are usually equipped with Citizen CMR200T crystal oscillator to generate 32:768 KHz onboard signals. Motes can be powered by batteries, solar cells
or capacitances [14], [15], [16]. According to [29], the working voltage range is between 2:1 and 3:6 V. Although the
study [30] observes that MHz oscillators are robust to supply voltage dynamics (e.g., the oscillator in CC2500 suffers
from only 1 ppm clock skew when the supply voltage
changes from 1:8 to 3:6 V). Those oscillators result in tremendous energy consumption and high manufacturing cost
[31]. As a result, KHz (instead of MHz) oscillators are
adopted on the main board to generate logic clocks [31].
Fig. 1 depicts the experimental environment. In the
experiments, we use three sensor nodes (i.e., A, B, and C).
To investigate the impact of the supply voltage on clock
uncertainty, node B is directed powered by the USB port
with a stable 3:0 V supply voltage and node C is connected
to a direct current electrical source (DCES) whose supply
voltage can be changed. To minimize measurement errors
due to uncertain delays in packet preparation, channel
access, packet transmission, and packet propagation at the
sender side [9], we avoid nodes B and C sending time
stamps to each other directly. Instead, we introduce node A
to mimic the RBS protocol [7]. Node A serves as a beacon
node periodically broadcasting beacon messages. Upon

Fig. 2. Clock frequency under different supply voltages.

receiving a beacon message, nodes B and C record their
local time and further transmit the recorded time information to the base station. By analyzing the logs of nodes B
and C, we obtain the clock uncertainty of node C with
respect to node B under different supply voltages. We conduct the experiments in a stable indoor environment to
eliminate the influences from environmental factors, e.g.,
temperature and humidity, as much as possible.
We vary the supply voltage of sensor node C from 2:1 to
3:0 V with a step size 0:1 V (due to the hardware constraint,
we cannot change its supply voltage continuously). For
each supply voltage, the experiment is lasted for around
30 minutes. In Fig. 2, we plot the clock frequency of node C
under three typical voltages, 3:0, 2:4, and 2:1 V. From the
figure, we can see that the clock frequency under a higher
supply voltage is closer to the claimed frequency value (i.e.,
32:768 KHz) of the oscillator. On the other hand, a higher
supply voltage yields a much more stable frequency. From
statistics, the clock stability with the 3:0 V supply voltage is
about two and four times higher than that with the 2:4 and
2:1 V supply voltages, respectively.
As node B is powered by USB (3:0 V) with a stable clock
frequency, we further calculate node C’s clock skew and the
corresponding variance with respect to node B. Fig. 3
depicts the clock skew under different supply voltages.
From the figure, we observe that as the supply voltage
decreases, the clock skew grows faster and the frequency
variance increases as well. Fig. 3 implies that for most of the
time (e.g., when supply voltage < 2:7 V), a sensor node will
exhibit 20 ppm (parts per million) uncertainty at least due
to the supply voltage.

Fig. 3. Clock skew and variance of node C in the measurement.
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Fig. 4. CDF of avg. clock skew for 15 different motes synchronizing to
node B.

To avoid the measurement bias due to individual sensor
motes, we further repeat the experiment 15 times and
replace node C with a new TelosB mote each time. In Fig. 4,
we plot the CDF of clock skews for all 15 motes under several typical supply voltages. Fig. 4 indicates that when the
supply voltage is high (e.g., 3 V), clock is stable and
the clock skew is smaller than 5 ppm. When the supply voltage decreases (e.g., 2:6 V), clock skew increases to 14 ppm
for 90 percent motes. Clock skew can further increase to
23 ppm when the supply voltage becomes 2:4 V. Hence, for
each pair of nodes that aims at being mutually synchronized, they will suffer from around 30-40 ppm inaccuracy
with different supply voltages. Such uncertainty can result
in up to 24 ms offset for every 10 minutes, which cannot be
ignored in most applications [25], [26], [27].
Since clock skew solely determines the clock offset
between any pair of nodes, the experiments in this section
indicate that the impact of the energy supply needs to be
carefully considered in the synchronization protocol design.
As we will show in the next subsection, real sensor networks usually experience a heterogenous distribution of
supply voltages across different sensor nodes, and such a
distribution can vary with time.

3.3 Supply voltage heterogeneity
To examine the heterogeneity of sensor network supply
voltage, we conduct a concrete experiment in the data collection application, which is one of the important networking services in WSNs.
Seven sensor nodes are used in this experiment with IDs
assigned from 0 to 6. Node 0 is the sink node collecting data
from all other nodes via the CTP protocol [32]. The topology
of those seven nodes is given by Fig. 6. Each node periodically transmits a data packet back to the sink node following
the formed data collection tree. In the experiment, we
record the supply voltage of each node as time elapses. During the data collection, for the sensor nodes that are relatively far away from the sink node (e.g., node 6), their
energy is mainly consumed for their own packet transmissions. On the contrary, the sensor nodes close to the sink
node (e.g. node 1) not only generate their own traffic, but
also relay the traffic for other nodes to the sink. As a consequence, the traffic burdens are not evenly distributed in the
network and the energy consumption rates are heterogeneously distributed over the network. In Fig. 5, we plot the
instant supply voltage of each node as time elapses. The
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Fig. 5. Supply voltage changes of six nodes over time.

result shows that the supply voltage is indeed not uniformly
distributed. In particular, the energy draining rates of nodes
1 and 3 are 3  4 times faster than other nodes on average
in the experiment. Such a problem can become even worse
in practical scenarios with larger network size, uneven traffic load pattern due to user demands, event detection heterogeneity, etc. Although sensor nodes in Fig. 6 are
configured to be always-on, we also conduct the experiment
in the low-duty-cycle context and observe similar phenomenon. Due to the page limitation, we omit the experimental
result with the low-duty-cycle setting.
On the other hand, the traffic load is not the only factor
that determines the supply voltage distribution in WSNs.
As reported by recent works [14], [15], [16], rechargeable
power supplies, e.g., solar cells and capacitances, exhibit
great advantages in WSNs and thus they have been widely
used in real systems and applications. In addition to the
traffic load impact, the supply voltages of sensor nodes
with a rechargeable power supply can further diverge during the recharging and energy leakage processes. According
to [16], the complete charging and discharging durations
(between 0 and 3 V) of solar cells are 45 and 15 min respectively and the energy harvesting operation is dynamically
scheduled based on application requirements. Therefore,
the rechargeable batteries lead to a more dynamic distribution of supply voltages, which further challenges the design
of time synchronization protocols.

3.4 Design Overview
WSNs are usually connected in a multi-hop fashion. To synchronize all sensor nodes, synchronization messages are
spread from the sink node to the entire network through a
routing structure. For instance, traditional synchronization

Fig. 6. Topology of six sensor nodes performing data collection.
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protocols, like FTSP [9] and PulseSync [17], use the CTP tree
to flood the synchronization information. Each node synchronizes its own clock to its parent node in the tree and
such a parent is called synchronization parent. For example,
in Fig. 6, node 3 is the synchronization parent of node 5.
Due to the clock uncertainty and the measurement inaccuracy, the synchronization error may get accumulated hop
by hop [17]. As supply voltages are usually not evenly distributed in the network and may vary as time goes by, we
find that the synchronization structure used in traditional
protocols may not always produce the best performance. In
the example given by Fig. 6, nodes 5 and 6 will select node 3
as the synchronization parent. However, with the consideration of supply voltage, they may choose nodes 2 and 5 as
their synchronization parents respectively, resulting in
smaller synchronization errors. In addition, due to the traffic dynamics and the power charging/leakage behaviors,
the optimal synchronization routing structure should be
updated online according to available energy budgets.
A nature solution to cope with such dynamics is to frequently launch synchronization protocols. Existing protocols, however, rely on heavy intercommunications between
nodes and lead to excessively high communication overhead and significant power drain in the system. To prolong
the network lifetime, the time synchronization is only performed occasionally, while the supply voltage distribution
can still vary during two consecutive synchronizations,
even within one synchronization process. As a result, the
design of EATS will focus on how to select the best synchronization parent for each node and compensate the clock skew according to the supply voltage heterogeneity and its dynamics with
long re-synchronization intervals.

4

PROTOCOL DESIGN

In this section, we first mathematically analyze the impact
due to the clock uncertainty in time synchronization. Based
on the insights gained from the analysis, we elaborate the
design details of EATS.

4.1 Uncertainty Analysis in Time Synchronization
We consider an arbitrary pair of nodes i and j conducting
time synchronization using communication based protocols
[6], [7], [9]. Without loss of generality, we assume node i is
the synchronization parent of node j. Based on the time
stamps recorded in messages from both sides (i.e., the parent side and the child side), child nodes can estimate the
clock differences with respect to their parents. When node i
transmits its first synchronization message, it records its
local time ti0 in the message. Upon receiving this message,
node j records its instant local time tj0 . The difference
between ti0 and tj0 can be viewed as a sample of their clock
offset. More precisely, at any time t, the offset between
nodes i and j, i.e., Oij ðtÞ ¼ Ci ðtÞ  Cj ðtÞ, is calculated by
Z t
 Z t

fi ðtÞ
fj ðtÞ
dt þ Ci ð0Þ 
dt þ Cj ð0Þ ;
Oij ðtÞ ¼
f0
f0
0
0
Df ij
¼
t þ Ei  Ej þ Oij ð0Þ;
f0
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Rt
where Df ijR ¼ f i  f j , Oij ð0Þ ¼ Ci ð0Þ  Cj ð0Þ, Ei ¼ 0 ai ðtÞdt,
t
and Ej ¼ 0 aj ðtÞ dt. In particular, Df ij is the clock skew
between node i and node j and Oij ð0Þ refers to their initial
clock offset. Ei and Ej are the errors caused by the communication jitter, quantization inaccuracy and clock uncertainty. Those errors are independent across different
messages. According to [6], [10], El follows a normal distribution N ð0; s 2l Þ, where l is i or j.
Each obtained Oij ðtÞ from the communication can be used
to eliminate the offset between nodes i and j. On the other
hand, after receiving sufficient amount of Oij ðtÞ samples,
node j applies the linear regression to estimate the clock
skew Df ij . By knowing their mutual clock skew, node j can
compensate the advancing speed of its logic clock such that
the offset accumulated with a much slower speed. If the clock
skew can be accurately estimated, the time interval between
two consecutive synchronizations can be prolonged significantly, which results in much reduced communication overhead and energy cost. By using the linear regression, the
clock skew is estimated as follows:
Df ij ¼
¼

PW

W þ1
k¼1 ðOij ðkT Þ  Oij Þðk  2 Þ
;
PW
2
W þ1
k¼1 ðk  2 Þ
P
12 W
k¼1 kOij ðkT Þ  6W ðW þ 1Þ
;
W ðW 2  1Þ

f0
T

(3)

where W is the window size of linear regression, T is
P
the synchronization interval, and Oij ¼ W
k¼1 Oij ðkT Þ=W .
Based on [10], the variance of the estimated Df ij is given by
VarðDf ij Þ ¼ 

T

PW
2

f02

k¼1 ðk



W þ1 2
2 Þ



 s 2i þ s 2j :

(4)

As shown by Eq. (4), the value of VarðDf ij Þ is mainly
determined by the clock variances of the synchronization
parent (node i) and the node itself (node j). Since a higher
VarðDf ij Þ results in a worse estimation of the clock skew
Df ij , node j should select a parent with the smallest variance of the clock frequency. As the clock re-synchronization
interval T can be relatively long (e.g., 30 minutes), the supply voltage distribution could vary during an interval. Such
dynamics should also be addressed when the synchronization routing structure is constructed and maintained. On
the other hand, the skew variance in Eq. (4) is related to
node j’s clock uncertainty as well and we find that it is possible to compensate such uncertainty at node j’s side to further improve the accuracy of the skew estimation. In the
next two subsections, we introduce synchronization parent
selection and skew compensation two modules to address
above issues in EATS.

4.2 Synchronization Parent Selection
The synchronization parent selection module in EATS
aims at choosing a stable synchronization parent for each
node within the next synchronization interval. As aforementioned in Fig. 3, a higher supply voltage yields to a
more stable clock that suffers from a small variance of
clock frequency. Thus, to select a synchronization parent,
any node j should consider the current supply voltages of
its neighbors.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the logic time calculation

Fig. 7. Traffic load prediction with different table sizes.

On the other hand, the instant supply voltage value of
each neighbor may not properly characterize the clock skew
performance in an entire re-synchronization interval. Their
supply voltages can change due to traffic load, recharging
operations, etc. In many deployed sensor networks [13], network-wide traffic load is relatively stable as nodes periodically generate packets. We find that traffic loads in the
previous N intervals immediately before the current synchronization can well approximate the traffic load in the
next interval. By using the weighted average on the traffic
loads in the previous N intervals, we can estimate the traffic
burden in the near future as shown by Eq. (5). Although the
prediction is linear, it turns out to be quite effective and
computationally efficient in practice.
li ¼

N
X

wk  li ðkÞ;

(5)

k¼1

where li is the predicted traffic load within the next re-synchronization interval of node i and li ðkÞ indicates its traffic
load in the kth
Ppast interval. In addition, wk is a weighting
factor where N
k¼1 wk ¼ 1 and w1 corresponds to the most
recent interval in the past. In the current EATS, we assign w1
to the largest weight 0:4 and w2 to the second largest weight
0:2. All other factors equally share the remaining 0:4 fraction.
The rationale behind is that recent intervals should contribute more to the estimated result. To validate our weight
assignment, we test the prediction accuracy using the network given by Fig. 6. We vary N from 3 to 20 and compare
the predicted traffic load with the real traffic load in Fig. 7.
From the figure, we can see that the prediction accuracy
increases as N becoming larger. In particular, when N > 7,
Eq. (5) can fairly approximate the traffic load in the near
future. Considering the computation cost, we select N to be 7
in EATS. So far, we consider a normal scenario, i.e., relatively
stable traffic load in the network. In case of bursty traffics, it
may decrease the traffic approximation accuracy. Fortunately, the approximation error is not accumulated and can
be corrected prior to the next re-synchronization.
With li , the supply voltage reduction of node i in the next
re-synchronization interval DVi equals li  ri , where ri is the
voltage reduction rate (with respect to traffic load) in
the next interval. Given an instant voltage value, the voltage
reduction rate can be obtained from a theoretical voltage
reduction curve. However, such a method leads to derivative operations and restricts EATS to be battery-type-dependent. Therefore, in EATS, node i calculates its voltage

reduction rate ri ðkÞ ¼ li ðkÞ=DVi ðkÞ for the k-th past interval,
where DVi ðkÞ is the supply voltage reduction in this interval,
and further adopts linear regression to predict ri using historical ri ðkÞ, where k ¼ 1; . . . ; M and M is empirically set to
be 3 in EATS. The supply voltage reduction of node i in the
next re-synchronization interval, DVi , is finally estimated as
DVi ¼ li  ri .
For recharging operations, those operations are usually
controlled by state-of-the-art protocols, like [14], [15], [16],
with a predicable charging profile. Hence, if WSNs are
equipped with solar cells or capacitances, each node can
determine the voltage change within the next interval due
to the recharging operations. Such a result can be additively or deductively combined with the result obtained
from Eq. (5).

4.2.1 Module Specification
Supposing a synchronization operation is conducted at
time t. The supply voltage value of parent node i is Vi ðtÞ
and the estimated voltage change (due to the traffic load
and recharging operations) within the next synchronization
interval is DVi , which can be either positive or negative.
After receiving such information from each candidate parent (e.g., a neighbor with a smaller hop count to the sink),
node j selects the synchronization parent as follows:
parentðjÞ ¼ arg maxðVi ðtÞ  DVi =2Þ; 8i 2 Pj
i

(6)

where Pj is the candidate parent set of node j. After selecting the synchronization parent, node j applies linear regression to estimate its clock skew and offset with respect to the
synchronization parent, and updates its logic clock accordingly. More precisely, the synchronization parent selection
consists of following three steps:
Each node i0 in Pj advertises its voltage Vi0 ðtÞ and the
estimated voltage change DVi0 in the synchronization
messages.
 Node j selects its synchronization parent using
Eq. (6) and the selected parent is denoted as node i.
 Node j applies the linear regression to estimate the
clock skew Df ij and the offset Oij ðtÞ, where t indicates the time for node j to receive the last message
from node i in this time synchronization process.
After obtaining Oij ðtÞ, the logic time of node j is updated
to Cj ðtÞ ¼ Cj ðtÞ þ Oij ðtÞ for eliminating the accumulated offset. In addition, the logic time within the next synchronization interval is maintained as


Cj ðkÞ ¼ Df ij  ðk  tÞ þ Cj ðtÞ;

(7)

where k > t, by using the estimated clock skew. Such a
logic time maintenance can be illustrated by Fig. 8. In Fig. 8,
node j eliminates offset at time t and the slope of the
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Fig. 9. Clock offset comparison.

straight line between sync. l and sync. l þ 1 indicates the estimated clock skew Df ij for the given re-synchronization
interval in the figure. To maintain a consistent logic time
with other nodes in the network, node j converts the local
clock ticks k to Df ij  ðk  tÞ þ Cj ðtÞ as shown by Fig. 8.

4.2.2 Experimental Evaluation
We conduct an experiment to validate the effectiveness of
the synchronization parent selection module using TelosB sensor nodes. The synchronization structure used in the experiment is plotted in Fig. 6. Node 0 is the base station. Node 3
is fixed as the synchronization parent of node 6 and the supply voltage of node 3 is 2:2 V. On the contrary, node 5 can
select either node 2 (2:8 V) or node 3 as parent. In the experiment, the underlying synchronization protocol adopted is
FTSP. We conduct the experiment using the original FTSP
protocol and the enhanced version by the synchronization
parent selection module. We focus on node 5 and report its
performance in Figs. 9 and 10.
In Fig. 9, we calculate the offset of logic time between
node 5 and the base station (node 0) every 10 seconds. In
the experiment, the original FTSP uses the CTP tree and
selects node 3 as the synchronization parent for node 5. Differently, the enhanced version of FTSP chooses node 1 as
the parent. From the figure, we can see that node 5 with the
original FTSP exhibits much worse time synchronization
performance in terms of both the average logic time error
and the variance. From the statistics, the average error of
the original FTSP is close to 50 ms while the enhanced version is only about 10 ms. The synchronization parent selection
module improves the synchronization performance more
than 5 times in the experiment. In Fig. 10, we further plot
the CDF of the result in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 indicates that the
range of the offset with the original FTSP is between 38 and
60 ms. On the contrary, the enhanced FTSP introduces a
much narrow range from 6 to 11 ms merely.
4.3 Clock Skew Compensation
As indicated by Eq. (4), for any node j, the accuracy of the
estimated skew is also related to its own clock uncertainty.
If such uncertainty can be (even partially) compensated, the
skew estimation accuracy can be further improved and the
synchronization interval can be prolonged to save energy.
To this end, we introduce a clock skew table for each node
that contains clock skews under different supply voltages.
The table can be formed using a direct current electrical
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Fig. 10. CDF of clock offset.

source. Before the network deployment, sensor nodes can
be powered by a DCES and clock skew tables are formed by
varying the voltage output of DCES. The extra cost of the
clock skew table is only slight due to following two reasons.
First, one DCES can simultaneously power plenty of sensor
nodes using parallel connection. Second, the output voltage
of DCES does not need to be changed continuously. Within
a small supply voltage step (e.g., 0:1 V), the skew is almost
linearly changed. Therefore, the clock skew table can be
constructed with only a series of discrete voltage values.
The clock skew table is robust to the ambient environment.
Since our protocol is compatible to other time synchronization protocols [10], [11], [12], if the surrounding environment changes (e.g., the temperature changes), existing
solutions can be used to compensate such changes. Hence,
only one copy of the clock skew table needs to be formed. In
our current implementation, the voltage step length is 0:1 V.

4.3.1 Module Specification
After the construction of the clock skew table, the self clock
skew compensation can be achieved as follows. Supposing
V1 and V2 are two consecutive voltage values stored in the
clock skew table. For any Ve , where V1  Ve  V2 , the total
amount of skew to be compensated can be calculated by:
Df^j ðV2 Þ  Df^j ðV1 Þ
ðVe  V1 Þ;
Df^j ðVe Þ ¼ Df^j ðV1 Þ þ
V2  V1

(8)

where Df^i ðV1 Þ and Df^i ðV2 Þ indicate the recorded skews
under voltages V1 and V2 in the clock skew table, respectively. After obtaining Df^i ðVe Þ, instead of using Df ij directly
in Eq. (7), a more accurate logic time can be gained by Eq. (9).
Cj ðkÞ ¼ ðDf ij þ Df^j ðVe ÞÞ  ðk  tÞ þ Cj ðtÞ:

(9)

One point worth noting is that the skew compensation module needs not to be triggered continuously. Instead, the
module can be launched periodically for saving energy. In
our current design, this module is enabled every 100 s.

4.3.2 Experimental Evaluation
To validate the effectiveness of the skew compensation module, we conduct another experiment. We synchronize a pair
of nodes (A and B) to the base station. Node A runs the original FTSP and node B runs the FTSP enhanced by the skew
compensation module. The supply voltages of those two
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Fig. 11. Logic time error comparison.

Fig. 12. CDF of logic time errors.

nodes are both 2:4 V. In the experiment, the synchronization
interval is 20 min and node B self compensates its clock in
the middle of each re-synchronization interval.
In Fig. 11, we plot logic time errors of nodes A and B as
time elapses. From the figure, we see that within the first
half of each re-synchronization interval, nodes A and B
have similar synchronization performance. However, after
the self skew compensation, node B experiences a much
smaller skew compared with node A. Fig. 11 shows that
with the skew compensation module, sensor nodes can
achieve comparable synchronization performance with
much prolonged re-synchronization intervals. As a result,
the communication overhead and energy can be largely
reduced. To further quantify the result obtained in Fig. 11,
we draw the CDF of logic time errors in Fig. 12. Without the
skew compensation module, the logic time error of node A
is less than 180 ms for most of the time and the largest error
is 310 ms. However, the module can reduce the error to
90 ms for the majority of the time and bounded by 150 ms.

triggered to save energy from line 6 to line 9. Whenever the
skew compensation is triggered, node j measures its current
supply voltage and calculates the skew to be compensated
in lines 7 and 8, respectively. Then the logic clock of node j
advances with the compensated clock skew as indicated by
line 9.

4.4 EATS protocol
With the synchronization parent selection module and the
skew compensation module, the EATS protocol can be summarized by Algorithm 1. For any node j in the network,
line 1 to line 3 invokes the function of the synchronization
parent selection module. Node j collects necessary information in line 1 and determines the synchronization parent
in line 2. After the synchronization parent has been selected
for the next re-synchronization interval, the clock skew
and offset are computed in line 3. In our current implementation, the skew compensation module is periodically

5

TRACE-DRIVEN EVALUATION

In the previous section, we have introduced EATS and tested
the effectiveness of two modules in EATS with the TelosB
platform. To further evaluate the network-wide performance
of EATS, we conduct large-scale simulations in this section.
To test a realistic network setting, simulations are conducted
with a real network topology harvested from GreenOrbs
[13]. GreenOrbs is a long-term and large-scale wireless sensor network deployed in the forest, which contains 433 nodes
and has continuously worked over years. From the harvested trace over six months, we observe that the dynamics
of wireless links result in fluctuation of the network topology. To mimic the link estimation for real data transmissions,
we filter out lossy links with small RSSI values. In particular,
links with the packet reception ratio lower than 30 percent or
RSSI smaller than 80 dB are excluded by the filter. By doing
so, we obtain a stable network topology for simulations. The
topology includes 6; 567 links. Due to page limit, topology is
not illustrated in the paper.

5.1 Simulation Settings
In the trace, sensor nodes are deployed in a 700  200 m
rectangle field with the default transmission power. Parameters of sensor nodes are configured based on the Telosb
mote specification [29]. The initial supply voltage of each
node is uniformly distributed within ½2:9; 3:1 V. The underlying time synchronization protocols used are FTSP [9] and
PulseSync [17]. The default re-synchronization interval is
20 minutes. To evaluate our proposed EATS protocol, we
integrate EATS with the FTSP and PulseSync protocols, and
compare with the original protocols. The period of the skew
compensation of EATS is 100 seconds. In the network, the
sink node is placed at ð200:2; 115:7Þ. To examine the
impact of traffic load on the synchronization performance,
the sink node uses the CTP protocol to collect data from all
other nodes. To ensure the reachability of each node after
selecting its synchronization parent, the selected parent
should have a smaller hop count than the node itself. The
default traffic rate is 5 kbps and the energy draining rate of
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Fig. 13. Logic time errors with FTSP.

Fig. 15. CDF of avg. logic time errors with different synchronization
intervals.

the battery is set to be 0:000001 V=1 kbps. To mimic the traffic dynamics in real applications, during the simulation we
also manually trigger the traffic variance and investigate the
impact of the traffic dynamics.

the synchronization performance in Fig. 14 is generally better compared with Fig. 13. The average logic time error of
PulseSync increases from 52 to 85 ms in the entire synchronization process. The maximum error is below 500 ms. On the
contrary, PulseSyncþEATS exhibits much smaller errors.
The average error of PulseSyncþEATS is below 50 ms for
the majority of the time and the maximum error is bounded
within 200 ms. According to statistics, PulseSyncþEATS outperforms PulseSync at least 1:4 times.

5.2 Simulation Results
5.2.1 Logic Time Error versus Time
We simulate a 94; 000-second time synchronization process
across the entire network. In Fig. 13, we plot the average
and maximum logic time errors of FTSP and FTSPþEATS
as time elapses. Initially, the average logic time error of the
original FTSP protocol is around 200 ms. As time elapses,
the supply voltage of each node decreases. Clocks become
unstable and the average logic time error thus increases.
After 70; 000 seconds, the average logic time of FTSP
approximates to be 300 ms for most of the time and climbs
up to 600 ms occasionally. In addition, the variance of the
average error is as high as 420 ms. During the entire process,
the maximum logic time error is smaller than 800 ms for
most time and bounded within 1400 ms. Compared with
FTSP, EATS effectively improves the synchronization accuracy. The average logic time error of FTSPþEATS is around
180 ms and the maximum error is smaller than 660 ms.
According to statistics, FTSPþEATS initially improves the
synchronization performance by 1:4 times. As time goes by,
FTSPþEATS outperforms FTSP at least 1:6 times.
In Fig. 14, we observe a similar performance trend on the
average and maximum logic time errors of PulseSync and
PulseSyncþEATS. Due to the rapid flooding technique [17],

5.2.2 Logic Time Errors with Different Intervals
In Fig. 15, we first plot the CDF of average logic time
errors obtained in Figs. 13 and 14, in which the re-synchronization interval is 20 minutes. From the figure, we
see that for 90 percent of the time, the average logic time
error of FTSPþEATS (PulseSyncþEATS) is smaller than
200 ms (50 ms) and the distribution is within a narrow
interval. In contrast, the average logic time error of FTSP
(PulseSync) is smaller than 300 ms (75 ms) for 90 percent
of the time and suffers from a much longer tail in Fig. 15.
In Fig. 15, we further evaluate the performance of
those four schemes with a longer re-synchronization
interval (i.e., 40 minutes). The average logic time error of
FTSPþEATS (PulseSyncþEATS) is less than 420 ms
(125 ms) for 90 percent of the time and it is bounded
within 625 ms (230 ms). Compared with FTSPþEATS (PulseSyncþEATS), the average logic time of FTSP (PulseSync) increases 57 percent (69 percent) for most of the
time and the tail is prolonged to 1380 ms (500 ms).

Fig. 14. Logic time errors with PulseSync.

5.2.3 Logic Time Errors with Different Traffic Loads
We evaluate the synchronization performance with various traffic loads in Fig. 16. We vary the traffic load of
each node from 5 to 80 kbps. To simulate the traffic
dynamics, we refer to the link qualities recorded in the
GreenOrbs trace and implement the CTP protocol to
dynamically update the data collection tree. As PulseSync
and PulseSyncþEATS perform generally better than FTSP
and FTSPþEATS, respectively. In the remaining experiments, we will mainly focus on the former two schemes.
Fig. 16 shows that when the traffic load is light, PulseSync
and PulseSyncþEATS have comparable performance, e.g.,
PulseSyncþEATS reduces the logic time error by 23 percent than PulseSync when the traffic load is 5 kbps. When
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Fig. 16. Logic time error v.s. different traffic loads.

the traffic load increases, the energy heterogeneity
becomes worse and more sensitive to the traffic dynamics. As a result, the logic time error of PulseSync increases
rapidly. When the traffic load changes from 5 to 80 kbps,
the error of PulseSync increases about 5:1 times. However, Fig. 16 depicts that the logic time error increasing of
PulseSyncþEATS is much smaller and the average error
is controlled < 150 ms in all the cases within a 20-min resynchronization interval.

5.2.4 Energy Consumption Comparison
When the sensor motes MCU is idle, the working power is
2:7 mW. After EATS starts calculating, the average power
only slightly increases, e.g., 5:4 mW. Then, we stop EATS
and open the radio, the working power suddenly jump to
50 mW. Therefore, compared with time synchronization
protocols, which mainly rely on the radio communications,
the extra overhead caused by EATS is quite small. On the
other hand, EATS can improve the accuracy of nodes clocks,
and the re-synchronization interval can be significantly prolonged. As a result, the overall energy consumption of sensor nodes can be largely reduced. We let PulseSync and
PulseSyncþEATS achieve similar synchronization accuracy
by setting different re-synchronization intervals for them,
and evaluate their energy consumption. According to
Fig. 17, PulseSyncþEATS reduces 60 mW energy consumption compared with PulseSync, which is significant for time
synchronization protocols [25], [26], [27]. For the other two
settings, PulseSyncþEATS outperforms PulseSync as well.
In particular, PulseSyncþEATS reduces 50 and 21 mW
when the average logic time error is controlled within 200
and 300 ms, respectively.

Fig. 17. Energy consumption comparison.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study time synchronization with respect to
the in-network energy heterogeneity in WSNs. We mathematically analyze the root cause of such clock uncertainty
and propose the EATS protocol. Sensor nodes with EATS
can intelligently select the best synchronization parents that
minimize the negative impact of the energy heterogeneity.
In addition, nodes can make use of local energy information
and further calibrate the clocks. With EATS, sensor nodes
can maintain more consistent logic time in the network and
the energy consumption can be largely reduced. We implement EATS with TelosB motes and evaluate its effectiveness
and efficiency through extensive experiments and simulations. Future works include evaluating the performance of
EATS in large-scale WSNs, countermeasures to bursty traffics, and a uniform synchronization framework that integrates internal energy distribution and external environment
factors into consideration.
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